
MORE NARROW GAUGE STORIES FOR YOUNGER READERS 

Peter’s Railway by Christopher Vine 

Books for Children whom love trains and engineering. 

  

Peter’s Railway is an intriguing story about Peter and his Grandpa building 
and operating a miniature steam railway on a farm.  The books are written 
by Christopher Vine, a Chartered Engineer who loves railways and anything 
mechanical or electrical. They are his way of passing on his love and 
knowledge of engineering to today’s youngsters. 

 

 



  

Left – a press cutting from The 

Railway Magazine guide to 

modelling. 

 

There are hardback books, 
paperbacks, and an Activity book. 
Between them they cover a huge 
range of stories, engineering and 
science.  Peter’s Railway books 
can be purchased in the Wharf 

shop. 

Christopher Vine has also 

provided the display alongside 

William Finlay, on the ground f loor 

of this museum.  This explains with 

clear graphics how steam engines 

work and is in the style of the 

Peter’s Railway series … story 

telling with serious engineering 

and technical explanations. 

 



Winifred / Alice 

On the ground floor of this museum you can find the locomotive “Rough 

Pup”, one of many small locomotives built by Hunslet of Leeds for use in 

North Wales slate quarries. 

   

“Sister” locomotives ‘Alice’ and ‘Winifred’ are based on the Bala Lake 

Railway [‘Alice’ – above – was photographed there in October 2019].  

They feature in the children’s books written by Pauline Hazelwood.   
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These “true engine stories” have gone on to feature “Peter Pan – the 

most travelled engine”, which is now based on the Leighton Buzzard 

Railway; “Polar Bear” and “Sea Lion”; locomotives of the Groudle Glen 

Railway on the Isle of Man and “Isabel” built by W G Bagnall Ltd of 

Stafford, which can now be seen on the Amerton Railway. 



     

These books can be purchased from the Wharf Station shop.   

“Polar Bear” can now be seen at the Amberley Museum in Sussex [below]. 

 

 



Ivor the Engine 

60 years ago, Ivor the Engine was first released on television on 28 
December 1959.  This children's television series tells of the story of a 
little green locomotive living in the "top left-hand corner of Wales" [so 
although a standard gauge engine, the stories are locally and culturally 
relevant to this area!].  The series was revived in 1975 when new 
episodes in colour were produced for the BBC. 

The series was written and narrated by Oliver Postgate, with his friend 
Peter Firmin providing the artwork, which originally consisted of 
cardboard cut-outs painted with watercolours.  It was produced in a 
disused cow shed at Firmin's home near Canterbury.  The sound effects 
were endearingly low-tech, for example, the sound of Ivor's puff ing was 
made vocally by Postgate himself. 

Postgate drew inspiration for the series from a World War II encounter 
with Welshman Denzyl Ellis, a former railway fireman, who described 
how steam engines came to life when raising steam in the morning.  
Postgate located the story in the mountainous area of North Wales, as 
he considered it a more inspirational place than the flat terrain of the 

English Midlands! 

   

Ivor [left] and his friends Jones the Steam and Dai Station [right]. 

 

 

“Evans the song”, Ivor and the 
Male Voice Choir perform at the 
Eisteddfod. 

 

© Peter Firmin and Smallfilms 

Limited. 



In recent years, these books have been reissued and can be purchased 

from the Wharf Station shop. 

   

   


